Innovative Controller Design for a 5MW Wind Turbine Blade
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Abstract

The development and evaluation of a nonlinear pitch controller for wind turbine blades and the design and modeling of an associated actuator and controller was examined. The pitch actuator and controller were modeled and analyzed using Pneumatically Actuated Muscles (PAMs) for actively pitching the wind turbine blade. PAMs are very light and have a high specific work and a good contraction ratio. Proportional Integral and Derivative (PID) controllers were envisaged for the wind turbine pitching system at the blade tip due to its routine usage in the wind turbine industry. Deployment of controllers enables effective pitch angle tracking for power abatement at various configurations. The controller was subjected to four pitch angle trajectory signals. PID controllers were tuned to achieve satisfactory performance when subjected to the test signal. Low pitch angle errors resulted in satisfactory blade pitch angle tracking. Deployment of these controllers enhances wind turbine performance and reliability. The data suggest that the pitch system and actuator that was modeled using PAMs and PID controllers is effective providing robust pitch angle trajectory tracking. The results suggest that the proposed design can be successfully integrated into the family of wind turbine blade pitch angle controller technologies.
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1. Introduction

1.1 Problem Introduction

Wind turbines are primarily controlled by varying the pitch angle of the blade at their roots where the blades are attached to the hub of the rotor. Minute deviations in pitch angle due to wind variations can lead to significant fluctuations in turbine blade loads affecting rated turbine power output, stability, and turbine life. Actuations of pitch angle are inhibited by high blade inertia leading to slower control response time at high or fluctuating speeds. Power required for full length pitching for large blades are high thereby undermining power generation. Mechanisms for full length pitching are large, complex, and expensive requiring higher manufacturing and maintenance costs.

1.2 Wind Turbine Blade Theory

For a section of blade—see Figure 1, the lift force and moment (Singh & Yim, 2003; Fung, 2002; Hoogedoorn, Jacobs, & Beyene, 2010) are given in Equations (1) and (2). The lift force of any blade section results in a pressure difference between the upper and lower surface of the airfoil when the air flows past it. The pressure difference is caused due to the geometry and the camber of the airfoil which causes changing velocities at the top and bottom surface of the airfoil. The pressure difference when multiplied by the area of a section of the blade length produces the lift force of $dL$. 


The lift coefficient is a non-dimensional term based on the geometry of the airfoil impacted by lift forces. Similarly, the aerodynamic moment is calculated by multiplying the vertical forces with the chord length. The moment coefficient is a non-dimensional term that captures the geometry of the airfoil impacted by aero-dynamic moment.

\[
\begin{align*}
    dL &= \frac{1}{2} \rho U^2 C_L dL + \frac{1}{2} \rho U^2 d_f \text{BL}_{f} C_L \text{BL}_{f} dL_f \\
    dM &= \frac{1}{2} \rho U^2 d^2 C_M dL + \frac{1}{2} \rho U^2 d_f d_f^2 C_{Mf} dL_f
\end{align*}
\]  

\[(1)\]

\[(2)\]

\[U\] is wind velocity in m/s, \(d\) is the airfoil chord length for main blade in m, \(dL\) is the incremental length of the blade for main blade in m, \(dL_f\) is the incremental airfoil chord length for SePCaT in m, \(\rho\) is the density of air in kg/m\(^3\), \(C_M\) is the moment coefficient per angle of attack, \(C_L\) is the lift coefficient per angle of attack, \(C_{Mf}\) is the moment coefficient per partial blade control angle, \(C_{LPB}\) is the lift coefficient per partial blade control angle. The total combined lift and moment for the main blade and SePCaT is obtained by integrating the lift and moment values for the entire blade length exposed to wind.

### 1.3 Relevant Scholarship

Many researchers have proposed alternate control strategies for wind turbines. Akram et al. (2017) conducted success aerodynamic load control using pitch actuation studies on vertical wind turbines. Chen and Qin (2017) used trailing edge controllers to control and actuate wind turbine blades and for load control. Gao and Gao (2016) used optimization and compensation control methods to control non-linear wind turbines. As wind turbines continue to grow and achieve power ratings up to 20 MW (Steel, 2015) capacities, independent or collective full-length pitch control become increasingly cumbersome.

Some wind turbine control design includes telescopic blades, trailing edge- flaps, transitional tabs, plasma actuation, flow detectors, and active flaps to name a few. Daynes and Weaver (2012a) and Daynes and Weaver (2012b) studied a NACA63-418 blade section comprising a 20 percent chord length trailing edge-flap controller and found that the lift coefficient changed by a value of 1.0 when the flap angle was varied from -10 to 10 degrees.

Versailles et al. (2011) evaluated the efficacy of plasma actuation to control lift force of a wind turbine blade and observed a lift reduction of 30 to 50 percent.

Wilson and Robinett (2011) investigated trailing edge-flaps for controlling and reducing aerodynamic loads by 20-30 percent allowing energy optimization. These wind turbine studies were based on 2D analysis. 2D analysis does not consider the geometrical twist of the blade, the effect of varying airfoil sectional geometries, and the type of airfoil.

Agarwala and Ro (2013) focused on 3D aerodynamic analysis and control of a wind turbine blade via 3D control surface design and deployment of trailing edge mid and end-flaps. Although trailing edge-flaps, transitional tabs, plasma actuation, flow detectors, and active flaps offer excellent alternatives, nevertheless they add to rotor complexity, increase manufacturing, maintenance, and deployment costs. They also create discontinuities in the
blade which lead to installation and actuation complexities.

Imraan et al. (2013) conceptualized telescopic wind turbine blades having chord ratios of 0.6 and studied the influence of blade extension on blade loads. Mechanism proposed by them allowed linear actuation of the blade length for load adaptation. Their methods although novel present complexities and increased manufacturing costs.

Agarwala and Ro (2014, 2015) proposed focused on the design, evaluation, and analysis of innovative rotor blades for large wind turbines through the formulation of a novel and simple separated pitch control strategy at blade tip (SePCaT) for a large MW wind turbine. SePCaT5 indicates 5% of the total blade length while SePCaT30 indicates 30% of the total blade length. Deployment of SePCaT facilitated new innovative design whereby a larger portion of the blade was aerodynamically available while maintaining structural effectiveness thus streamlining blade geometric and structural characteristics. The entire blade along with the root was aerodynamically more effective when compared to the traditional design and contributes to the aerodynamic effectiveness for power extraction.

1.4 Design Overview

Due to the inherent structural nonlinearities of wind turbines (Singh & Yim, 2003), it was paramount to design an effective nonlinear controller for controlling the pitching mechanism of the wind turbine blade. This study focused on the design of non-linear pitch control of wind turbine blades and the design and modeling of a non-linear actuator and associated controller. The pitch actuator and controller were modeled and analyzed using PAMs for actively pitching the blade. The goal of the actuator design was to keep them as light as possible while exhibiting strong actuator force. PID controllers were envisioned for the wind turbine pitching system at the blade tip. PID controllers were then incorporated to control the pitch angle due to its routine usage in the wind turbine industry.

A PAM (http://www.festo.com/cat/nl-bebe/data/doc engb/PDF/EN/DMSP-MAS EN.PDF) was envisioned to actuate the SePCaT (Woods, Kothera, & Wereley, 2014; Woods, Kothera, Sirohi & Wereley, 2011; Woods, Kothera, & Wereley, 2011). The goal of the actuator design was to keep them as light as possible while exhibiting strong actuator force. PAMs are very light and have a high specific work and a good contraction ratio. PAMs are comprised of an inner elastomeric ring, outer braided sleeve, and two end fittings—see Figure 2.

![Figure 2. PAM operation. PAMs contract when the inner bladder expands when air pressure is applied. The braided sleeve expands radially.](http://www.festo.com/cat/nl-bebe/data/doc engb/PDF/EN/DMSP-MAS EN.PDF)

PAMs or clusters of PAMs were used to pitch the SePCaT during high winds in a wind tunnel. As depicted in Figures 3 and 4, PAM combinations 1 and 2, when actuated, allowed the SePCaT to be pitched to feather while PAMs 3 and 4, when actuated, allowed the SePCaT to be pitched to stall.

Here,

- $L_r$ is the lift force;
- $W$ is the weight of SePCaT;
- $x_m$ is the distance of the aerodynamic center from the SePCaT pitching axis;
- $x_g$ is the distance of the center of gravity from the SePCaT pitching axis;
- $k_{PAM1}$ and $k_{PAM2}$ are PAM constants;
- $\delta_1$ and $\delta_2$ are PAM deflections;
- $d_{PAM1}$ and $d_{PAM2}$ are distances of the PAM line of action to the SePCaT pitching axis.
The equation for SePCaT derived from Lagrange’s equations are given as follows (Woods, Kothera, & Wereley, 2014; Woods, Kothera, Sirohi & Wereley, 2011; Woods, Kothera, & Wereley, 2011)

$$\frac{d}{dt} \left( \frac{\partial L}{\partial \dot{q}_i} \right) - \left( \frac{\partial L}{\partial q_i} \right) = Q_i$$

(3)

Here the Lagrangian $L$ is given as a difference of SePCaT kinetic $T_s$ and potential energies $V_s$

$$L = T_s - V_s$$

(4)

The force $Q_i$ acting of the SePCaT is given as follows

$$Q_i = Q_{\text{damping}} + Q_{\text{aero}} + Q_{\text{control}}$$

(5)
The Lagrange kinetic energy of the SePCaT is given as

\[ T_s = \frac{1}{2} I_s \dot{\theta} \]  

(6)

The Lagrange potential energy of the SePCaT is given as

\[ V_s = \frac{1}{2} k_s \theta^2 + \frac{1}{4} k_{\theta,NL} \theta^4 \]  

(7)

The damping force is given as follows

\[ Q_{\text{damping}} = -(c_\theta \dot{\theta} + c_{\theta,NL} \text{sign}(\dot{\theta})) \]  

(8)

Therefore the equation of motion of SePCaT is given as

\[ I_s \ddot{\theta} + k_s \dot{\theta} + k_{\theta,NL} \theta^3 + (c_\theta \dot{\theta} + c_{\theta,NL} \text{sign}(\dot{\theta})) = Q_{\text{aero}} + Q_{\text{control}} \]  

(9)

\( I_s \) is the moment of inertia of SePCaT, \( c_\theta \) and \( c_{\theta,NL} \) are linear and non-linear damping terms, and, \( k_s \) and \( k_{\theta,NL} \) are linear and non-linear spring stiffness terms. \( Q_{\text{aero}} \) is the change in aerodynamic moment and \( Q_{\text{control}} \) is the controller moment applied. PAM actuator force is expressed in terms of the overall PAM actuator force \( F \), Deflection \( \delta \), and PAM constant \( k_{PAM} \). Both PAMs are treated having same geometrical and dynamical properties.

\[ F = k_{PAM} \delta \]  

(10)

\( Q_{\text{aero}} \) and \( Q_{\text{control}} \) are related as follows. Here \( d_{PAM} \) is the distance of the PAM line of action to the SePCaT pitching axis and \( \Delta \delta \) is the change in PAM displacement.

\[ 2k_{PAM} \Delta \delta d_{PAM} - Q_{\text{aero}} = Q_{\text{control}} \]  

(11)

Therefore Equation (10-11) becomes

\[ I_s \ddot{\theta} + k_s \dot{\theta} + k_{\theta,NL} \theta^3 + (c_\theta \dot{\theta} + c_{\theta,NL} \text{sign}(\dot{\theta})) = 2k_{PAM} \Delta \delta d_{PAM} \]  

(12)

Finally, expressing Equation (12) as functions of \( \theta \), and controller input \( u \) and parameter \( b \),

\[ \theta = f(\theta) + bu \]

\[ f(\theta) = \frac{c_\theta \dot{\theta}}{I_s} + \frac{c_{\theta,NL} \text{sign}(\dot{\theta})}{I_s} + \frac{k_s \theta}{I_s} + \frac{k_{\theta,NL} \theta^3}{I_s} \]

\[ bu = \frac{2k_{PAM} \Delta \delta d_{PAM}}{I_s}, b = \frac{2k_{PAM} d_{PAM}}{I_s}, u = \Delta \delta = \delta \]

(13)

2. Method

2.1 Wind Turbine Blade Model

The entire blade along with SePCaT was digitized using the 5MW National Renewable Energy Laboratory (NREL) (Jonkman, 2009) turbine specifications in three-dimension (3D) and analyzed using 3D computational fluid dynamics (CFD) routines.
The blade was first modeled as a standalone computer-aided design (CAD) model as shown in Figure 5(a) using Dassault Systèmes’ SolidWorks. Airfoil shapes from various locations of the wind turbine blade were based on geometrical properties and co-ordinates of the model 5MW NREL wind turbine blade. Airfoil curves at various cross-sections were generated using Cartesian coordinate systems. Airfoils at each section were scaled and rotated by their chord lengths and values of angular twists. Various cross-sections were connected using inbuilt CAD modeling interpolation routines. Three-dimensional control surfaces are deployed as separated sections of partial blade length at the blade tip as depicted in Figure 5(a) through 5(d).

2.2 Model Inputs

The desired trajectory for SePCaT pitch angle in response to power abatement (shed excessive power to maintain 5MW) in region 3 has been discussed in Agarwala and Ro (2014). SePCaT configurations, which varied from 5 to 30% of the blade length in 5% increments (SePCaT5, SePCaT10, SePCaT15, SePCaT20, SePCaT25, and SePCaT30), were evaluated by comparing them to aerodynamic responses of the traditional blade. As the wind speed increased by a factor of 1.1U (10%), the rotor power increased to around 6.75 MW warranting a reduction to a factor of approximately .74. This was achieved by feathering SePCaT30 by 14, SePCaT25 by 16, SePCaT20 by 26, and SePCaT15 by 30 degrees respectively. If wind speed increased by a factor of 1.2U (20%), the rotor power increased to around 8.33MW warranting a reduction to a factor of approximately .6. This was achieved by feathering SePCaT30 by 18, SePCaT25 by 26 and SePCaT20 by 30 degrees respectively. As the wind speed increased by a factor of 1.3U (30%), the rotor power increased to around 11.75 MW warranting a reduction to a factor of approximately .43. This was achieved by feathering SePCaT30 by 26 degrees. If wind speed increased by a factor of 1.4U (40%), the rotor power increased to around 14.30MW warranting a reduction to a factor of .35 approximately. This was achieved by feathering SePCaT30 by 32 degrees. The settings in Table 1 were used to build the desired SePCaT pitch angle trajectory for power shedding.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Wind Speed Factor</th>
<th>Power Produced (MW)</th>
<th>Power Rated (MW)</th>
<th>SePCaT30 Angle (°)</th>
<th>SePCaT25 Angle (°)</th>
<th>SePCaT20 Angle (°)</th>
<th>SePCaT15 Angle (°)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1.1</td>
<td>6.75</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.2</td>
<td>8.33</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.3</td>
<td>11.75</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.4</td>
<td>14.30</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

3. Results

Analysis focused on numerical investigation of the system and controller response to desired pitch angle trajectories based on Table 1. MATLAB and Simulink were used to study the response of the pitch dynamics as
laid out in design overview in section 1.3.
Initially the values were set to $P=1$, $I=1$, $D=1$ for the unit step input and the response is observed as depicted in Figure 6. Figure 6 indicates the controller response when the values of are set to $P=1$, $I=1$, $D=1$. The desired signal was plotted with a blue line and the response, with a red line. Examination of pitch error around the desired settling time as shown in Figure 7 indicates an error of .5 degrees. Subsequently, the values were set to $P=1$, $I=6$, $D=1$ as depicted in Figure 8. The results of a pitch error of .25 degrees is shown in Figure 9.

![Figure 6. SePCaT response when PID is deployed. This response is for test signal](image)

![Figure 7. Pitch error when PID is deployed. This response is for test signal](image)

Due to the unsatisfactory performance, optimum values of $P$, $I$, and $D$ were sought to tune the system satisfactorily. The response is optimized by tuning the parameters until the settling time is around 1 second. The values are tuned to $P=1.5$, $I=18$, $D=15$ for the step input and the response is observed as depicted in Figure 10. As shown in Figure 11, the pitch error was satisfactory at around .15 degrees.
Figure 8. SePCaT response when PID is deployed. This response is for test signal.

Figure 9. Pitch error when PID is deployed. This response is for test signal.

Figure 10. SePCaT response when PID is deployed. This response is for test signal.
Figure 11. Pitch error when PID is deployed. This response is for test signal

The remaining signals were simulated and satisfactory tracking was achieved as shown in Figures 12, 13, and 14.

Figure 12. SePCaT response when PID is deployed. This response is for signal 1

Figure 13. SePCaT pitch error when PID is deployed. This response is for signal 1
Figure 14. SePCaT response when PID is deployed. This response is for signal 2.

Figure 12 indicates satisfactory controller tracking response to signal 2, and Figure 13 indicates the resulting error. The response indicates satisfactory tracking. However, sharp changes experienced during large step changes generated large errors during the start of the wind turbine signal change at 20 and 30 seconds. Figure 14 indicates satisfactory controller tracking response to signal 2.

4. Conclusions

This study focused on the development of an effective nonlinear pitch controller for wind turbine blades. The data suggest that the pitch system and actuator that was modeled using PAMs and PID controllers is effective in providing robust pitch angle trajectory tracking. The results suggest that the proposed design can be successfully integrated into the family of wind turbine blade pitch angle controller technologies.

The design and analysis of the pitch angle actuator and controller system provides effective tracking at various pitch angle trajectory settings. The model response and results suggest that the pitch controller design is robust and reliable. Initially the PID controllers were tuned to achieve satisfactory performance when subjected to the test signal. Pitch errors range from 0.5 degrees to 0.14 degrees for given test signals and PID values were selected for satisfactory tracking. For the remaining signals, tuned PID values were deployed and exhibited robust trajectory tracking. The controller and actuator design includes PAMs for actively pitching the blade thereby keeping the system light and exhibiting strong actuator force.
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